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Harrison Audio Mixbus V10

Console manufacturer and software developer Harrison Audio [Booth 18301]

announces its return to the NAMM Show, to be held at the Anaheim Convention

Center between January 25 and January 28. During the exhibition, Harrison will

showcase its new 32Classic analog console, following its highly successful unveiling

at the 2023 AES Show in New York City. Also, Harrison will be revealing several new

additions to its analog product lineup and previewing the forthcoming Mixbus V10

update.

Gary Thielman, President of Harrison Audio LLC, expressed, "We're excited to

reconnect with the music industry as Harrison returns to the NAMM show in 2024. At
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the event, we will not only showcase our new 32Classic console; but we'll also

unveil several significant new products for the year. Harrison Audio has had an

amazing legacy in this industry for over fifty years, and we're eager to inspire a

whole new generation of artists, producers, and engineers. We're looking forward to

seeing you at the NAMM Show!"

Harrison will be previewing its forthcoming Mixbus V10 update at NAMM Show 2024.

V10 significantly enhances Mixbus’ signature analog-style mixing with new premium

processing tools, while also adding new workflows for immersive audio/Dolby Atmos

production. Stop by the Harrison booth and get up-to-speed on what is on offer in

the forthcoming Mixbus V10 update.

Harrison is set to continue its legacy into 2024 and beyond with exciting new

additions to its analog product line. Delivering key processing tools from Harrison’s

premium console technology, the forthcoming range will make the legendary

Harrison sound accessible to a wider audience of creators and producers. Stay

tuned for forthcoming announcements at NAMM show 2024.

www.harrisonaudio.com
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